
Oh Look, It’s A Satanic Goat
Skull And Pentagram In The
Iowa state Capitol

12th Decem ber 20 23

Nothing out of the ordinary here, just a

horned goat skull and blood red pentagram

for Christmas

Residents of Iowa have expressed disbelief after the Governor allowed a

Satantic Christmas display featuring a Baphomet skull and blood red pentagram

to be placed inside the State Capitol.

Governor Kim Reynolds is under pressure to remove the display, placed there by

the Satanic Temple, with Iowa State Representative Brad Sherman leading the

charge, labelling it ‘evil’ and ‘disgusting’.

“I am calling for our governor to have this blasphemous display removed

immediately based on the grounds that it is unconstitutional and offends God

upon whom the State of Iowa depends for blessings,” Sherman wrote in a

statement, adding “I am calling for clarifying legislation to be adopted in
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accordance with our State Constitution that prohibits Satanic displays in our

Capitol building and on all state owned property.”

“If we want the blessings of God upon our state, we must demonstrate by our laws

and actions that we are indeed depending upon Him and that we are opposed to

Satan,” Sherman added.
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In further mockery of our savior Jesus Christ's birthday---  the Satanic Temple put 
up THEIR Christmas display at the Iowa State Capital.

The State of Iowa allowed it... because the satanists "followed the rules"
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The Satanic Temple, which claims it doesn’t actually believe there is a real Satan, is

putting up such displays all over the country, including this fetching Satanic

‘gender neutral’ Christmas tree:
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Did Iowa Gov Kim Reynolds allow a satanic alter in the Iowa State Capitol? No… but 
yes. Kinda… 

According to the current policy, controlled by the state legislature, the Capitol 
allows for any religious display. The satanic temple claims to be a religion and sadly 
is… Show more
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Even atheism can be labelled a religion. They all have generally the same belief. The view that there

is no god IS a belief, not a fact, since they can’t prove it either way. It’s just as much a belief as the

view there is a God for the same reason. And they all spout the same dogma based on that belief.

Many seem to spend much of their time trying to play “gotcha” with Christians on-line. They also

have their zealots who write books and articles espousing their belief as the correct one and

everyone who doesn’t share their view is obviously a misguided idiot. Satanists mostly seem to like

pretending they are a religion with ceremonies and rituals while always looking for ways to mock

believers. Specifically Christians.

Reply

On the flip side though, christians mock other religons too and blaspheme their deities as

unworthy.

I’m not christian myself but i acknowledge there are many great truths contained in christianity,

this is because the creators of christianity plagiarized beliefs from ancient cultures and

repackaged them and put their own twist on it.

The bible says the earth is flat, that is a great truth.

Atheism is not really a religon per se, they are very nihilistic and will attack all religons as they are

mindless.

I can respect honest good hearted people no matter their belief, the problem with the satanic

temple though is that they promote and worship a TRANNY in the baphomet.
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On the University of Iowa faculty there has long been a Chicom–American, actually a Chinese

national migrant or immigrant who is an obvious CCP agent: he celebrates the CCP taking over

Hong Kong and their subsequent policies of kidnappings, torture and imprisonment of book sellers,

publishers, reporters and pro–democracy activists there, so one should expect this in Iowa —- NO

SAFE places feom the WEF/CCP in America, sad to say!

Reply

They aren’t even satanists, they’re atheists just doing performative hate speech against people

who are religious.

Reply

Excellent deconstruction

Reply

You are wrong to not call them religious, you don’t have to be christian to be religious.

The satanic temple and others like them are a witches and warlock coven that worship certain

deities that resonate with their energy. They are dark deities like the Baphomet that they

worship in a religious way.
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The mexican cartel is also religious, they worship dark deities like Santa Muerte,

You would be a total idiot to not think the satanic temple are not religious zealots, their constant

portraying of the baphomet should tell you what they worship.

Atheists my ass.
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So the USA now worships Satan. What a crack pot shithole banana republic.

Reply

They got the baphomet deity from the greek deity PAN by the way.

Greek society had a very serious pedophile problem.

Epsteins temple on his island was a very greek looking temple, masonic greek temple btw.

Reply

That is dark occult arts. I say that as a non christian who people would call a pagan or heretic. Not

all us pagans are the same. I would never worship the baphomet deity.

I am in the tradition of my ancestors deities, like Thor, Odin, Baldur etc. None of these archetypes

are degenerates like the filthy TRANNY baphomet deity.
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An onym ou s 12th Decem ber 2023 at 10:59 am
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The upside pentagram to the satanic temple means NON-RESTRAINT, DO WHAT THOU WILL, NO

LIMITS, WILD BEAST MODE.

They are far more dangerous than christians who do have restraint.

Reply
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